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ABSTRACT

Vortex  shedding  around  bluff  bodies  has  been  posing  a  great  challenge  for  many

engineering applications and many control measures have been suggested to suppress it. In

this thesis, the effect of rotation on vortex shedding suppression for one and two cylinders

will be investigated. The study will be conducted using linear stability analysis. For a single

rotating cylinder, it  is  found that  vortex shedding can be suppressed at  non-dimensional

rotation  rates  beyond  1.89  and  1.82  for  flows  of  ℜ=200  and  ℜ=100

respectively. Furthermore,  the author  proposed that  vortex shedding can be suppressed

when  the  non-dimensional  rotation  rate  is  beyond  2.1  for  Reynolds  numbers  up  to

9000 . However, more computation have to be conducted for various Reynolds numbers

to verify the author’s proposal. For two rotating cylinders, the effects of rotation and gap

spacing between the cylinders were investigated. The flow around the two cylinders were to

be fixed at ℜ=100  and the gap spacing between them were varied with g=1,3∧5 . It

was  noticed  that  for  static  cylinders  at  g=1 ,  the  critical  Reynolds  number  of  first

instability increases to 52. However, at g=3  and g=5 , the critical Reynolds number

of first instability for static cylinders remains the same as that of a single static cylinder (

ℜcr ≈47 ). When rotation is added to the two cylinders at g=1,3∧5 , the critical non-

dimensional  rotation  rates  were  1.29 ,  1.64  and  1.70  respectively,  which  were

lower as compared to that of a single rotating cylinder with the same flow. Thus, when two

cylinders are concerned, the gap spacing between the cylinders contributed to the effect of

rotation on vortex shedding. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1) MOTIVATION 

The phenomenon of vortex shedding around bluff bodies has posed a great challenge in

many engineering and industrial applications. These range from simple everyday structures

like bridges and chimney stacks to state-of-art devices and structures used for aeronautics

and  offshore  purposes.  Unnecessary  aerodynamic  loads,  structural  vibrations  and  even

acoustic noises1 have been reported with the onset of vortex shedding leading to structural

damages, which ultimately results in economic and environmental losses. To avoid any of

such  potential  losses  and  to  preserve  the  structural  integrity  of  present  and  future

engineering  marvels,  numerous  researches  have  been  conducted  to  study  the  wake

dynamics of flows around bluff bodies.

A classical research on flow around bluff bodies is the study of flow over a circular cylinder.

The circular cylinder has a basic geometry and can be related to many engineering and

industrial applications. Through the understanding of wake dynamics of the flow around the

bluff body, many control measures have been suggested to suppress the onset of vortex

shedding. One of the many proposed flow control methods to suppress vortex shedding is

the incorporation of rotary motion in the flow model. 

The incorporation of rotary motion is categorized as an active technique in terms of flow

control methods and has been extensive researched upon in the past. It is well-known that,

for  a  single  static  circular  cylinder, the  critical  Reynolds  number  for  its  first  instability is

around  47 .  For  flows at  higher  Reynolds  numbers,  numerous researchers2,3,4,5,6 have

proven that the introduction of rotary motion on the single circular cylinder is indeed effective

in suppressing vortex shedding. 

However, what happens when another circular cylinder has been incorporated into the flow

model? How will the flow be affected? What is the effect of rotation on the suppression of

vortex  shedding  now?  Does  the  gap  between  the  cylinders  contribute  to  the  effect  of

rotation?

In this thesis, the author attempts to conduct a linear stability analysis to study the effects of

rotation  on  the  suppression  of  vortex  shedding  around  one  and  two  rotating  circular

cylinders.
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1.2) OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of this project are:

 To validate  the numerical  method through comparison with  previous  results  from

open literatures.
 To perform linear stability analysis on the flow models (one and two cylinders; static

and rotary motion).
 To investigate the effects of rotation on the suppression of vortex shedding around

one or two rotating cylinders.
 To investigate the effects of gap spacing between two cylinders on the flow.

1.3) STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

This thesis will be structured as follows:

 Chapter 2 presents a review of past literatures, where linear stability analysis and

flow control methods are briefly introduced.
 Chapter 3 describes the formulation of the problem statement and introduces the

numerical approach used in this project.
 Chapter 4 presents the validation of the designed algorithm and discusses about the

results obtained for one cylinder
 Chapter 5 discusses about the results obtained for two cylinders
 Chapter 6 concludes the findings in this project.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

CHAPTER 3 2.1) LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS

Chapter 4 Despite actual  flow systems being highly non-linear, linear  theories

can be fairly  accurate  in  predicting  and capturing  the onset  of  instabilities1,7.

Depending on the flow, there are several approaches used in the linear analysis

of  these  instabilities.  For  parallel  and  weakly  non-parallel  flows,  local  linear

stability approach provides an accurate analysis of the flow model8. However, for

strongly non-parallel flows, global linear stability analysis is usually used9. 

Chapter 5 The  global  linear  stability  analysis  is  based  on  the  solution  of  an

eigenvalue  problem  through  the  discretization  of  a  linearised  Navier-Stokes

equation  around  a  base  flow7,8.  It  can be used to  predict  the  most  unstable

eigenmode of the flow problem, which relates to the amplification rate and the

frequency  of  the  flow.  In  addition,  it  can  also  accurately  predict  the  critical

Reynolds number of the first instability for steady base flow. 

Chapter 6 In  the  past,  large  memory  requirements  were  a  limiting  factor  for

researches to perform linear stability analysis. However, as the memory capacity

of computers increases, there have been renewed interest in such approaches.

In the 1980s, Jackson10 and Zebib11 were among the first to demonstrate the use

of linear stability analysis to find the critical Reynolds number of first instability for

a static cylinder. Since then, numerous researchers1,5,7,12 have also jumped on

the  bandwagon  and  demonstrated  the  use  of  linear  stability  analysis  to

investigate the flow around a rotating cylinder. 

CHAPTER 7 2.2) FLOW CONTROL METHODS

Chapter 8 As mentioned in the introduction, flow around a circular cylinder has

been a classical model of research in fluid mechanics. Numerous researches

were conducted, both numerically and experimentally, to study the interactions

between the flow and the circular cylinder. It has been proven by many literatures

that for flow around a single static cylinder, its critical Reynolds number ( ℜcr )

is around 47. Beyond this critical value, the flow starts to transit from a stable

flow to an unstable flow via a Hopf bifurcation, where the symmetry of the flow

starts to  break and a periodic  flow structure,  often termed as a von  Kármán
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vortex street, starts to form7. For engineering and industrial applications, the von

Kármán vortex street is undesirable and needs to be avoided or suppressed.

Therefore, various flow control methods have been proposed to delay the onset

of  the  von  Kármán vortex street.  Right  now, there  are  numerous techniques

proposed  for  the  suppression  of  vortex  shedding.  These  techniques  can  be

classified  into  two  broad  categories,  namely  passive  techniques  and  active

techniques.

2.2.1) Passive Techniques

Chapter 9 Passive techniques are defined such that the bluff body is to be the

object of action of the flow instead of causing action to the flow. To put it simply,

there is no power input13 from the bluff body to the flow. To achieve this, slight

modifications are implemented onto or near the bluff body to change the way the

flow is interacting with it. These techniques are easy to implement and does not

have  any  operational  costs  since  there  is  no  power  input.  However,  a

disadvantage of passive techniques is that they are not adaptable to the flow

conditions. Since the flow can be easily affected by external disturbances such

as wind and sea currents,  it  is  impossible  for  a flow to have the same flow

conditions  in  reality.  Therefore,  if  the  flow  conditions  change,  the  passive

technique implemented may not be as effective as planned.

Chapter 10 One example of passive technique is the use of splitter plates at the

near wake of a circular cylinder14,15,16 to control the formation of vortex and its

shedding processes. It has been found that modification to the vortex region can

be  achieved  by  varying  the  splitter  plate  length.  According  to  Roshko15,  at

ℜ=7500 , vortex shedding was suppressed completely with a splitter plate of

length  l / D=5 .  Furthermore,  Gerrard16 found  that  the  Strouhal  number

decreases from St=0.20  to St=0.18  when the length of the splitter plate

increases from l / D=0  to l / D=1 .

Chapter 11 Other examples of passive techniques include surface modifications

on  the  circular  cylinder.  Currently,  there  are  different  proposed  surface

modifications such as surface roughness modification17; addition of dimples onto

surface of cylinders18; and implementation of helical strakes along the span of

the circular cylinder19. Figure 1 shows the experimental set up by Bearman and
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Harvey18 to  study  dimpled

circular cylinder. Figure 2 shows

the examples  of  helical  strakes

along  the  span  of  the  circular

cylinder experimented by Trim et

al19.

Chapter 12 

Chapter 13 Figure 2: Examples of helical strakes along span of circular cylinder19 (p. 340)

2.2.2) Active Techniques

Chapter 14 Contrary to passive techniques, active techniques causes action onto

the flow to change the interaction of the flow with the bluff body. To put it simply,

there is  power  input  in  active techniques13.  Since there is a power input,  the

operational  cost  have  to  be  considered  to  determine  whether  the  active

technique  chosen  is  cost  effective  for  the  given  purpose.  However,  a  big

advantage of active techniques is that they are adaptable to the flow conditions.

The technique chosen can be manipulated according to the response of the flow.

Furthermore, active techniques can be split into active open-loop controls and
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active close-loop controls13. The difference between the two is the incorporation

of  sensors  for  feedback  in  the  control  loop13.  Thus,  the  manipulation  of  the

technique can be done either manually or automatically.

Chapter 15 Some  examples  of  active  techniques  include  the  incorporation  of

blowing or suction slots onto the flow model20;  streamwise8,21, or transverse8,22

oscillations on the bluff body; electromagnetic forcing on the flow23; external flow

pulsation8; distributed forcing24; and rotary motion on the bluff body5,6, or behind

the circular cylinder25,26,27,28.

Rotary motion

Chapter 16 According to Mittal and Kumar5, Ludwig Prandtl was one of the first

to conduct experiments on flow over a rotating cylinder. Since then, many other

studies, both computational and experimental, on flow over a rotating cylinder

have also been conducted. These studies covered a wide range of Reynolds

number from the critical Reynolds number of static cylinder of  47  to much

higher values of 9000 2,6.

Chapter 17 It was reported by Kang et al4 that at ℜ=60,100∧160 , the critical

rotation rate at which vortex shedding is suppressed is  1.4,1.8  and  1.9

respectively. Mittal and Kumar5 also reported that at ℜ=200 , vortex shedding

ceases and the flow is stable at a non-dimensional rotation rate beyond 1.9 .

However, when the dimensionless rotation rate is further increased to  4.35 ,

the flow starts to lose its stability again. At higher Reynolds number of 1000 ,

Chew  et  al3 noticed  that  beyond  the  critical  rotation  rate  of  2.0 ,  vortex

shedding also disappears. Furthermore, an experiment conducted by Diaz et al2

at ℜ=9000  also obtained the same results of no vortex shedding when the

rotation rate is above 2.0 . Similarly, experiments conducted by Dol et al6 at

ℜ=2000,7000∧9000  also presented similar results.
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Chapter 18 

Chapter 19 

CHAPTER 20 PROBLEM FORMULATION

CHAPTER 21 3.1) GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Chapter 22 For the case of a single circular cylinder, a fixed reference frame is

specified for the use of simulations of uniform flow past it. At the centre of the

single circular cylinder, a Cartesian coordinate system is placed, with its  x-axis

pointing in the direction of the flow and its  y-axis pointing perpendicular to the

flow direction and towards the top surface of the cylinder. Navier-Stokes and

Continuity equations in their non-dimensional forms are used entirely to describe

the flow past the cylinder as shown in Equations (3.1) and (3.2) respectively. 

Chapter 23 
∂u i

∂ t
+

∂
∂x j

(ui u j )=
−∂ p
∂ x i

+
1
ℜ

∂
x j

( ∂ ui

∂ x j

+
∂ u j

xi
) (3.1)

Chapter 24 
∂ ui

∂ x i

=0 (3.2)

Chapter 25 where ui  is the velocity vector in the i-th direction ( i=1,2  for a

2D problem);  p  is  the  pressure  and  ℜ  is  the  Reynolds  number  with

reference  to  the  cylinder  diameter.  The  non-dimensionalisation  of  Equations

(3.1) and (3.2) are made possible with the diameter of cylinder ( D ) being the

reference characteristic length;  the uniform freestream velocity ( U∞ )  being

the reference velocity; and ( ρ U∞
2

) being the reference pressure.

Chapter 26 Throughout the flow simulation (steady base flow) as described in

this  thesis,  Equations  (3.1) and  (3.2) are  further  modified  to  factor  in  the

perturbations  around a base flow, where both velocity and pressure fields of

equations are being expressed with a perturbation field added to the base flow

as shown below. 
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Chapter 27 ui=ubi
+u i

'

(3.3)

Chapter 28 p=pb+ p'

(3.4)

Chapter 29 where  the  letter  ‘b’  represents  the  base  flow  and  the  prime

represents the perturbation field8.  Thus, substituting  Equations (3.3) and  (3.4)

into  Equations (3.1) and  (3.2) and then subtracting the base flow from the two

equations8, Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are modified to:

Chapter 30  
∂u i

'

∂ t
+

∂
∂ x j

(ubi
u j

' )+
∂

∂ x j
(u i

' ub j
)+

∂
∂ x j

(ui
' u j

' )=
−∂ p'

∂ xi

+
1
ℜ

∂
∂ x j

( ∂u i
'

∂ x j

+
∂u j

'

∂ x i
)

(3.5)

Chapter 31 
∂ ui

'

∂ x i

=0 (3.6)

Chapter 32 After taking into account of the perturbations around the base flow,

Equations  (3.5) is  then  linearised  by  assuming  that  the  second-order  term,

∂
∂ x j

(ui
' u j

' ) , is very small as compared to the other components. In addition,

since the perturbation Continuity equation,  Equation (3.6), is already linear, no

further work is done to it. The linearised Navier-Stokes and Continuity equations

are then represented as:

Chapter 33 
∂u i

'

∂ t
+

∂
∂x j

(ubi
u j

' )+
∂

∂ x j
(u i

' ub j
)=

−∂ p'

∂ xi

+
1
ℜ

∂
∂ x j

( ∂u i
'

∂ x j

+
∂ u j

'

∂ x i
)

(3.5)

Chapter 34 
∂ ui

'

∂ x i

=0 (3.6)

CHAPTER 35 3.2) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Chapter 36 For  the  two  cases  presented  in  this  thesis,  the  cylinders  will  be

situated  inside  a  rectangular  domain  with  Dirichlet  boundary  conditions,
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(ux=1,u y=0 ) ,  assigned to the inlet boundary. In addition, no-slip boundary

conditions,  (ux=0,uy=0 ) ,  and  symmetric  boundary  conditions,

( ∂ux

∂ y
=0,uy=0) , were assigned to the cylinder surface boundaries and both

the upper and lower boundaries of the rectangular domain respectively. Lastly,

outflow  boundary  conditions  were  assigned  to  the  outlet  boundary  of  the

rectangular domain. 

CHAPTER 37 3.3) IMPORTANT PARAMETERS

Chapter 38 In  the  flow  problem  as  described  in  this  thesis,  there  are  two

important parameters5 which influenced the flow around the cylinder. The first

parameter is the Reynolds number, ℜ , which is defined as:

Chapter 39 ℜ=
U ∞ D

v (3.7)

Chapter 40 where  U∞  represents  the  uniform  freestream  velocity,  D

represents the cylinder diameter and v  represents the kinematic viscosity of

the fluid medium.

Chapter 41 The second parameter to take note of  is the non-dimensionalised

rotation rate of the cylinder, α , which is defined as:

Chapter 42 α=
D ωang

2U∞
(3.8)

Chapter 43 where  U∞  and  D  are  as  described  above  and  ωang

represents the angular velocity of the cylinder about its own axis. 

Chapter 44 These two parameters are important in the flow simulation because

they can directly affect the flow around the cylinder. For example, if the Reynolds

number is above the critical Reynolds number of first instability, vortex shedding
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occurs.  On  the  other  hand,  vortex  shedding  is  suppressed  if  the  Reynolds

number is below the critical  Reynolds number of  first  instability. For the non-

dimensional rotation rate, vortex shedding will  be suppressed when a specific

non-dimensional rotation rate is achieved.

CHAPTER 45 3.4) LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS

Chapter 46 After the computation of the flow has been completed, lift and drag

coefficients  of  the  cylinder  can  be  derived  from  the  pressure  around  the

circumference of the cylinder. The formulation of lift and drag coefficients are as

follows:

Chapter 47 CL=
2

ρ U ∞
2 D

∫
0

2 π

p ∙ n⃗y dθ  (3.9)

Chapter 48 CD=
2

ρ U∞
2 D

∫
0

2π

p ∙ n⃗x dθ (3.10)

Chapter 49 where  n⃗x  and  n⃗y  represent the Cartesian components of the

unit vector perpendicular to cylinder boundary.

CHAPTER 50 3.5) STREAMLINES AND VORTICITY FIELDS

Chapter 51 Similar to the lift and drag coefficients, the streamlines and vorticity

fields of the flow can only be presented after the computation of the flow has

been completed. The streamlines and vorticity fields will be derived through the

post-processing of the velocity fields obtained from the flow simulations.

CHAPTER 52 3.6) NUMERICAL APPROACH

Chapter 53 Over the past few decades, several numerical schemes have been

proposed to solve the Navier-Stokes equations efficiently. One of such numerical

schemes is the Semi-Implicit  Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE)

scheme as  proposed  by  Patankar  and  Spalding29.  In  addition  to  the original

SIMPLE  scheme,  several  variants  of  it  have  also  been  proposed,  such  as

SIMPLE-C (consistent) and SIMPLE-R (revised)30. Examples of applications of

such schemes on flow simulations around cylinders can be found in papers by

Chan and Jameson30; Wang et al27; and Muddada and Patnaik28.
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Chapter 54 Another popular numerical scheme used widely by researchers for

flow simulation is the immersed boundary technique. The immersed boundary

technique  is  often  used  to  solve  complex  geometries  problem  with  moving

boundaries7. It utilises finite differences to discretised equations and is usually

used  on  simple  orthogonal  meshes.  Some  examples  of  applications  of  this

technique can be found in papers by Giannetti and Luchini7 and Carini et al31.

Chapter 55 However, in this project, Newton method has been utilised to solve

the  Navier-Stokes  equations  presented  earlier.  Newton  method,  or  Newton-

Raphson Method as it is known by others, is a powerful root-finding technique

based on simple linear approximation32.  Unlike some numerical  schemes, the

Newton method only requires an initial value or “guess” to start the convergent

process of finding the root. In addition, upon approaching the root, it has been

shown that the technique becomes quadratically convergent33, thus reducing the

run time of the simulation. 

Chapter 56 In this  project,  all  flow simulations as described in  this  thesis  are

computed  via  a  software  called  FreeFem++34 using  the  sparse  solver  from

UMFPACK64 library to run the Newton method algorithm. The geometry and

mesh of the cylinders will be briefly discussed in the next two chapters. 

Chapter 57 

Chapter 58 

Chapter 59 
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CHAPTER 60 THE CASE OF ONE CIRCULAR CYLINDER

Chapter 61 In  this  chapter,  the  geometry  of  mesh  and  the  results  of  flow

simulation around a circular cylinder will be presented and discussed. First, the

algorithm used for the computation of flow around a circular cylinder, for both

static and rotating cases, is verified and validated with known literatures. Then,

the study on the effects of rotation on vortex shedding is conducted for flows of

ℜ=200  and ℜ=100 .

CHAPTER 62 4.1) GEOMETRY OF MESH

Chapter 63 
Chapter 64 Figure 3: Geometry of mesh for a single cylinder

Chapter 65 Figure  3 shows  the  geometry  of  mesh  for  the  case  of  a  single

cylinder.  The  computational  domain  is  created  with  the  Cartesian  coordinate

system placed at  the centre of  cylinder. The  x-axis and  y-axis of  the domain

range from -35 to 200 and -30 to 30 respectively. In the vicinity of the cylinder,

finer meshes, which are represented by the red rectangle as shown in Figure 3,

are used to capture the flow around the cylinder  more accurately  during the

simulation. The mesh shown in Figure 3 has a total of 36178 triangles and 18289

vertices. 

CHAPTER 66 4.2) VALIDATION OF STATIC CYLINDER 

ALGORITHM

Chapter 67 In this section, results of the static cylinder have been obtained by

solving the base flow and eigenvalue problem.  The right  most  eigenvalue is

found with the use of a shift strategy by “guessing” the location of the right most

eigenvalue and the algorithm will work around the “guess” value to find the actual
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location of the right most eigenvalue. Various “guesses” have been computed

and it was found that the value of the “guesses” do not affect the results, but only

the computational  time required.  This strategy allows fast  computation of  the

actual location of the right most eigenvalue if the “guess” value is near the right

most eigenvalue. The results obtained by the algorithm are then compared with

results from past literatures.

4.2.1) Critical Reynolds number and Strouhal number

Chapter 68 References

Chapter 69 

ℜcr

Chapter 70 

St

Chapter 71 Mittal and 

Kumar5

Chapter 72 

47.4

Chapter 73 0

.1169
Chapter 74 Sipp and 

Lebedev12 

Chapter 75 

46.6

Chapter 76 0

.1178
Chapter 77 Giannetti 

and Luchini7 

Chapter 78 

46.7

Chapter 79 0

.118

Chapter 80 Carini, 

Pralits and Luchini1

Chapter 81 

46.6

4

Chapter 82 0

.1165

Chapter 83 Present 

Paper

Chapter 84 

46.6

Chapter 85 0

.1163
Chapter 86 Table 1: Comparisons of critical Reynolds number and Strouhal number with

past literatures

Chapter 87 In Table 1, comparisons of critical Reynolds number of first instability

(ℜcr )  and  Strouhal  number  (St )  found  by various  researchers  and  the

author for flow around a static cylinder were shown. The Strouhal number can be

calculated from the critical pulsation rate, where St=ωcr / (2π ) . From Table 1,

it  can  be  seen  that  the  critical  Reynolds  number  of  first  instability  and  the

Strouhal  number  found  by  the  author’s  algorithm  are  very  similar  to  past

literature, with less than 2 percent error from the highest value for each case.

4.2.2) Pulsation rate and Amplification rate

Chapter 88 In addition,  the pulsation rate  (ω)  and amplification rate  (σ )

against Reynolds number have also been compared with results by Barkley35, as

shown in Figure 4 and 5 respectively.
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Chapter 89 

Chapter 90 Figure 4: Pulsation rate against Reynolds number35

Chapter 91 

Chapter 92 Figure 5: Amplification rate against Reynolds number35
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Chapter 93 In Figure 4, the results obtained by the author are in line with those

by Barkley35, where the pulsation rate increases slightly up to  ℜ 70  before

decreasing as the Reynolds number increases further. Similarly, from Figure 5, it

can be seen that the amplification rate increases and slowly reaches a plateau

as the Reynolds number increases, which also closely matches with the results

by Barkley35.  

4.2.3) Eigenvalues of cylinder flow at Re = 46.6

Chapter 94 Next, comparisons of eigenvalues of flow of  ℜ=46.6  around a

static cylinder was done and shown below. It was to be noted that the real and

imaginary part of the eigenvalues represents the amplification and pulsation rate

respectively.

Chapter 95 

Chapter 96 Figure 6: Eigenvalues of cylinder flow at Re = 46.612

Chapter 97 From Figure 6, the results obtained by the author were very similar to

that obtained by Sipp and Lebedev12.  Paying close attention to the right most

eigenvalue in Figure 6, the results from both Sipp and Lebedev12 and the author

showed  that  the  amplification  rate  (real  part  of  eigenvalue)  is  0.0  and  the

pulsation  rate  (imaginary part  of  eigenvalue)  is  0.74.  If  the  amplification  rate
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exceeds zero and becomes positive, it represents that critical Reynolds number

of first instability has been exceeded and the flow becomes unstable.

4.2.4) Vorticity and Pressure fields

Chapter 98 The last comparisons of flow simulation around a static cylinder are

the  vorticity  and  pressure  fields  at  ℜ=48.1 .  As  shown  in  Figure  7,  the

vorticity and pressure fields matches well  with results  obtained by Mittal  and

Kumar5. From Figure 7, the real and imaginary part of vorticity field are plotted

for  the most  unstable  eigenmode,  which corresponds to the right  most  point

shown in Figure 6.

Chapter 99 Chapter 100 

Chapter 101 Chapter 102 

Chapter 103 Figure 7: Comparisons of Vorticity and Pressure fields at Re = 48.15
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Chapter 104 

Chapter 105 

CHAPTER 106 4.3) ROTATING CYLINDER

Chapter 107 In the previous section, the comparisons of results obtained by the

author and past literatures are mostly for a static cylinder case. In this section,

rotation is introduced to the cylinder and the effect of rotation on vortex shedding

will be presented and discussed. The rotating cylinder will be computed with flow

simulation  of  ℜ=200  and  ℜ=100  with  non-dimensional  rotation  rates

ranging from 0≤ α ≤4  respectively. 

4.3.1) Re = 200

Chapter 108 According to Mittal and Kumar5, for a flow of ℜ=200 , the critical

non-dimensionalised rotation rate of the cylinder is α=1.91 . This means that

when α<1.91 , the flow remains unstable. However, when α ≥1.91 , vortex

shedding ceases and the flow becomes stable. 

Chapter 109 

Chapter 110 Figure 8: Real part of eigenvalues corresponding to the most unstable mode

with respect to α (Re = 200)5
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Chapter 111 Figure  8 shows  real  part  of  the  right  most  eigenvalue  for  each

instances of  α . The real part of eigenvalue corresponds to the amplification

rate of the flow thus, if the amplification rate is positive, it means that the flow is

unstable. On the contrary, when the real part of the eigenvalue dips below zero,

the flow becomes stable.  In  Figure 8,  a comparison was made between the

results obtained by the author and the results by Mittal and Kumar5. It can be

seen that the trend of the plot is similar to that of Mittal and Kumar5, where the

real  part  of  eigenvalue increases,  up to a point  where  α ≈1.25 ,  and then

decreases and reaches a steady value of -0.045 at  α ≈2.1 . It  can also be

seen that below α=1.91 , the values of the real part of eigenvalues are very

much different from Mittal and Kumar5. However, this piece of result is not so

significant since the author is only interested in finding the critical rotation rate for

ℜ=200  flow. From Figure 8, the critical rotation rate ℜ=200  flow found

by the author is indicated as 1.89, which is very close to that found by Mittal and

Kumar5 of 1.91.

Chapter 112 Building upon the results on the real part of right most eigenvalue,

the author has go on further to look at the effect of rotation on the imaginary part

of  the  right  most  eigenvalue.  Figure  9 below  shows  the  non-dimensional

frequencies of the flow for each instances of α . The dimensionless frequency

of the flow is related to the imaginary part of the right most eigenvalue through

Equation (4.1).

Chapter 113 f =ℑ ( λ )/ (2π ) (4.1)

Chapter 114 where  f  represents the non-dimensional frequency of the flow

and ℑ ( λ )  represents the imaginary part of the eigenvalue.
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Chapter 115 

Chapter 116 Figure 9: Variation of dimensionless frequency with increasing α for Re =

200 flow

Chapter 117 From  Figure 9, the dimensionless frequency of the flow increase

with α  and reaches a maximum value of 0.189  at its critical dimensionless

rotation rate of 1.89  before it drops drastically at α=2.1 . When α ≥2.1 ,

the dimensionless frequency of the flow remains steady with a value of around

0.09 .  Combining  Figure  8 and  9  together,  the  effect  of  rotation  on  the

variation of the right most eigenvalue on the (σ , ω )  plane can be concluded

as shown in Figure 10 below.
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Chapter 118 

Chapter 119 Figure 10: Effect of rotation on the variation of the right most eigenvalue on

the (σ,ω) plane

Chapter 120 From  Figure  10,  as  the  rotation  rate  increases,  the  right  most

eigenvalue moves in  an anti-clockwise manner  as  defined by the red arrow.

When the critical rotation rate is 1.89, the amplification rate, σ , drops from 0.2

(at α=1.5 ) to 0. This represents that the above α=1.89 , the flow is stable.

Above the critical rotation rate, the right most eigenvalue continue to move anti-

clockwise  until  it  reaches  a  point  (σ ≈−0.45,ω≈0.57 ) ,  where  any  further

increase in the rotation rate does not change the value of the real and imaginary

parts of the eigenvalue.
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Chapter 121 

Chapter 122 Figure 11: Vorticity on surface of cylinder at Re = 200 flow

Chapter 123 Figure  11 shows  the  distribution  of  vorticity  on  the  surface  of

cylinder at different  α . From  Figure 11, looking at the lower surface of the

cylinder  ( −180 ° ≤θ ≤0 ° ),  there  is  not  much  changes  in  the  trend  of  the

vorticity on the surface of the cylinder. However, looking at the upper surface of

the  cylinder  ( 0 °≤ θ ≤180 ° ),  the  changes  in  the  trend  of  vorticity  on  the

surface of the cylinder are drastic. 

Chapter 124 In  Figure  11,  the  position  of  the  peak  value  of  positive  vorticity

remains around the same position on the cylinder surface ( θ ≈−130 ° ) as the

rotation rate increases.  On the other hand,  the position of  the peak value of

negative vorticity stays at θ ≈130°  when the rotation rate increases from 0

to 1.5 ; and then shift abruptly to θ=−12 °  when the rotation rate increases

to  2.0 . Upon further increment to the rotation rate, the position of the peak

value of negative vorticity steadily increases.
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Chapter 125 Remaining on the topic on negative vorticity, at α=0.5 , there is

a new negative peak forming at  θ ≈−40 ° . This new negative vorticity peak

steadily gains strength as the rotation rate increases.  At  α=2.0 ,  this new

negative  vorticity  peak  overtakes  the old   negative  vorticity  peak,  located  at

θ=130 ° ,  and  becomes  the  new global  maximum,  where  it  is  situated  at

θ=−12° . It is believed that this redistribution of surface vorticity peak on the

cylinder may be the reason as to why the flow becomes stable when α ≥1.89 .

Figure 12 shows a visual representation of the location of peak vorticities, both

positive and negative, on the surface of the cylinder.

Chapter 126 

Chapter 127 Figure 12: Location of peak vorticity on surface of cylinder (Re = 200)

Chapter 128 Table 2 below shows the effect of rotation on the base flow within

the vicinity of the circular cylinder as the non-dimensional rotation rate increases

from 0.0  to 4.0  for flow of ℜ=200 .
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Chapter 129 

α=0.0

Chapter 130 

Chapter 131 

α=1.0

Chapter 132 

Chapter 133 

α=1.89

Chapter 134 

Chapter 135 

α=3.0

Chapter 136 
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Chapter 137 

α=4.0

Chapter 138 

Chapter 139 Table 2: Effect of rotation on base flow around one circular cylinder (Re =

200)

Chapter 140 From  Table 2, at non-dimensional rotation rate up to  1.0 ,  two

stagnation  points  can  be  observed  near  the  vicinity  of  the  circular  cylinder.

However,  as  the  non-dimensional  rotation  rate  increases  further,  one  of  the

stagnation points starts to disappear. This disappearance of the stagnation point

may be due to the redistribution of the surface vorticity peaks on the cylinder as

shown earlier. Table 3 shows the real and imaginary part of vorticity field for flow

of ℜ=200  with non-dimensional rotation rate of 1.89 .

Chapter 141   Real part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 142 

Chapter 143   Imaginary part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 144 

Chapter 145 Table 3: Real and Imaginary part of vorticity field (Re = 200, α = 1.89)

4.3.2) Re = 100

Chapter 146 For a flow simulation of  ℜ=100 ,  it  was found that the critical

rotation rate is 1.82,  which is very close to that found by Kang et  al4 of  1.8.
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Figure  13 below  shows  the  comparisons  of  the  real  part  of  eigenvalue  for

ℜ=100  and ℜ=200  flow for each instances of α .

Chapter 147 

Chapter 148 Figure 13: Comparison of real part of eigenvalues of the most unstable

mode with respect to α

Chapter 149 From  Figure 13, the plot for  ℜ=100  increases slightly as the

rotation rate increases from 0  to  1.0 , before dipping as the rotation rate

increases further. The plot then cuts the zero line (red line) at α=1.82 , before

reaching a steady value of  −0.07  from α=2.1  onwards. It is noted that

this  trend  is  similar  to  that  for  the  plot  of  ℜ=200  flow, even  though the

ℜ=200  plot has a higher peak, peak rotation rate and critical rotation rate.

Chapter 150 Next,  the variation of  non-dimensional frequency of  the flow with

increasing α  for ℜ=100  flow was looked into. Figure 14 below shows the

comparisons  of  dimensionless  frequencies  for  flows  of  ℜ=100  and

ℜ=200 .
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Chapter 151 

Chapter 152 Figure 14: Comparison of dimensionless frequency for flow of Re = 100

and Re = 200 

with increasing �

Chapter 153 From  Figure 14, the trend for both flows are similar, even though

the  dimensionless  frequency  for  ℜ=100  increases  at  a  slow  rate  as

compared to that of ℜ=200 . Looking at the plot for ℜ=100 , at the critical

rotation of 1.82 , the dimensionless frequency of the flow was at its maximum

value  of  0.158 .  Upon  increasing  past  the  critical  rotation  rate,  the

dimensionless  frequency  of  the  flow  decreases  slightly.  At  α=2.1 ,  the

dimensionless  frequency  of  the  flow  drops  drastically  and  then  maintains  a

steady value of 0.09  as the rotation rate increases further. 

Chapter 154 From  Figure  8,  9,  13  and  14,  it  is  interesting  to  see  that  at

α ≥2.1 ,  the real  part  of  eigenvalues and the dimensionless frequencies of

both flows ( ℜ=100  and ℜ=200 ) maintains a steady value. Therefore, it

may signifies that at α=2.1 , the flow will reach a stable state regardless of its

Reynolds number. This statement is supported by research done by Diaz et al2,

with flow experiments done at ℜ=9000 , and Chew et al3, with computations
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of flow at ℜ=1000 . Both papers reported no vortex shedding when α>2.0

. However, the evidences from  Figure 8, 9, 13 and 14 are still not conclusive

enough and more flow simulations  at  various  Reynolds  numbers  have to be

tested. 

Chapter 155 

Chapter 156 Figure 15: Effect of rotation on the variation of right most eigenvalue on the

(σ,ω) plane (Re = 100)

Chapter 157 Next, the effect of the rotation rate on the right most unstable mode

is plotted and shown in Figure 15. Similar to flow simulation for ℜ=200 , the

right most eigenvalue moves in an anti-clockwise manner as the rotation rate

increases. However, from α=2.5  onwards, the position of the eigenvalues on

the (σ ,ω)  plane remains the same. 
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Chapter 158 

Chapter 159 Figure 16: Vorticity on surface of cylinder at Re = 100

Chapter 160 The surface vorticity of the cylinder for flow of ℜ=100  is shown

in Figure 16. The trends of the vorticities at various rotation rate are very similar

to those for ℜ=200 , albeit the different values. There are not much changes

in the positions of the peak positive vorticities ( θ ≈−135 ° ) as rotation rate

increases.  However,  the  positions  of  the  peak  negative  vorticities  changes

drastically (from θ=135 °  to θ=−15 ° ) as the rotation rate increases from

1.5  to  2.0 .  In  addition,  a new negative vorticity peak starts  to  form at

α=0.5 , which is located at  θ=−40°  on the cylinder. This new negative

vorticity peak gains strength as rotation rate increases. At  α=2.0 , the new

negative  vorticity  peak  overtakes  the  old  one  and  becomes  the  new global

maximum, situating at θ=−11° . A visual representation of the change in the

peak vorticities (both positive and negative) is shown in Figure 17. 
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Chapter 161 

Chapter 162 Figure 17: Location of peak vorticity on surface of cylinder

Chapter 163 Table 4 shows the real and imaginary part of vorticity field for flow of

ℜ=100  with non-dimensional rotation rate of 1.82 . 

Chapter 164   Real part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 165 

Chapter 166   Imaginary part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 167 

Chapter 168 Table 4: Real and Imaginary part of vorticity field (Re = 100, α = 1.82)

Chapter 169 In addition, the effects of rotation on the base flow ( ℜ=100 ) in

the vicinity of  the circular  cylinder as non-dimensional  rotation rate increases

from 0.0  to 4.0  are shown in Table 5.
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Chapter 170 

α=0.0

Chapter 171 

Chapter 172 

α=1.0

Chapter 173 

Chapter 174 

α=1.82

Chapter 175 

Chapter 176 

α=3.0

Chapter 177 
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Chapter 178 

α=4.0

Chapter 179 

Chapter 180 Table 5: Effect of rotation on base flow around one circular cylinder (Re =

100)

Chapter 181 Similar  to  flow  of  ℜ=200 ,  there  are  two  stagnation  points

observed for flow of  ℜ=100  as the non-dimensional rotation rate increases

from  0.0  to  1.0 . However, as the non-dimensional rotation rate reaches

1.82  and then increases further, one of the stagnation points disappears. The

reason as to the disappearance of one of the stagnation points may be due to

the redistribution of surface vorticity peaks on the cylinder.
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CHAPTER 182 THE CASE OF TWO CIRCULAR CYLINDERS

Chapter 183 In this chapter, the case of two circular cylinders will be presented.

This chapter will be broken up into three parts, namely the geometry of mesh,

flow  simulation  on  static  cylinders  and  flow  simulation  on  counter-rotating

cylinders. In the first part, the configuration of the cylinders will first be shown

and explained, follow by the geometry of the mesh. For the second part, flow

simulation on static cylinders has been done and the results obtained will  be

shown and discussed. In the final part of the chapter, counter-rotating cylinders

will  be simulated in the computations, and similarly, results obtained from the

simulation will also be shown and discussed. 

CHAPTER 184 5.1) GEOMETRY OF MESH

Chapter 185 

Chapter 186 Figure 18: ‘Doublet-like’ configuration for counter-rotating cylinders 

(Adapted from Chan et al36 (p. 344))

Chapter 187 For the two cylinders case presented in this thesis, the cylinders will

be placed in a ‘Doublet-like’36 (p. 344) configuration, where the upper and lower

cylinders  will  rotate  in  a  clockwise  and  anti-clockwise  manner  respectively.

Figure 18 shows the ‘Doublet-like’36 (p.  344) configuration for counter-rotating

cylinders.  In  Figure  18,  U∞  represents  the  freestream  velocity,  G

represents  the  distance  between surfaces  of  the  upper  and  lower  cylinders,

D  represents  the  diameter  of  the  cylinder  and  α  represents  the non-

dimensionalised rotation rate of the cylinder, as depicted by  Equation (3.8).  A
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relationship  between  G  and  D  has  been  drawn  to  represents  the

normalised gap spacing, g=G /D . The normalised gap spacing will be used

particularly in the section on rotating cylinders to study the effects of rotation on

vortex shedding with regards to gap spacing between the cylinders.

Chapter 188 Three different meshes with different gap spacing ( g=1,3,5 ) are

shown below. All three meshes are created with the Cartesian coordinate system

placed  between  the  two  cylinders  at  (0,0 ) .  The  x-axis  and  y-axis  of  the

meshes range  from -25 to  50 and  -25 to  25 respectively. Finer  meshes,  as

represented by the red boxes, are created around the two cylinders to capture

the flow around the cylinders more accurately in the simulation. For g=1 , as

shown in Figure 19, the mesh has a total of 31858 triangles and 16068 vertices.

For g=3 , as shown in Figure 20, the mesh has a total of 51580 triangles and

25929 vertices. For  g=5 , as shown in  Figure 21, the mesh has a total of

69292 triangles and 34785 vertices.

Chapter 189 

Chapter 190 Figure 19: Geometry of mesh for two cylinders (g = 1)
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Chapter 191 

Chapter 192 Figure 20: Geometry of mesh for two cylinders (g = 3)

Chapter 193 

Chapter 194 Figure 21: Geometry of mesh for two cylinders (g = 5)

CHAPTER 195 5.2) FLOW SIMULATION ON STATIC CYLINDERS

Chapter 196 A  simple  flow  simulation  on  static  cylinders  with  different  gap

spacing  has  been  conducted  to  determine  the  effect  of  changing  Reynolds

numbers  ( ℜ=30,46.6,75,100,150, 200 )  on  the  amplification  and  pulsation

rate of static cylinders arranged in the ‘Doublet-like’36 (p. 344) configuration as

shown in Figure 18. 
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Chapter 197 

Chapter 198 Figure 22: Comparisons of amplification rates for different gap spacing

Chapter 199 Figure 22 shows the variation of amplification rate against Reynolds

number for two cylinders with different gap spacing. In Figure 22, it can be seen

that the amplification rate increases as Reynolds number increases. The critical

Reynolds  number  of  first  instability  for  this  configuration  is  defined  by  the

instance when the flow transits from stable state ( σ ≤0 ) to an unstable state (

σ>0 ).  Therefore,  the  critical  Reynolds  number  of  first  instability  for  this

configuration with  g=1  is around  52  as depicted by that instance when

σ=0  in  Figure 22. As the gap spacing is increased ( g=3  and g=5 ),

the critical Reynolds number of first instability for two static cylinders is the same

as that of a single static cylinder ( ℜcr ≈47 ).

Chapter 200 

Chapter 201 Figure 23: Comparisons of pulsation rates for different gap spacing
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Chapter 202 Figure 23 shows the variation of pulsation rate against Reynolds

number for two cylinders with different gap spacing. From Figure 23, the plots for

g=3  and  g=5  were  slightly  different  from that  of  g=1 ,  especially

when ℜ=30 . This may be due to the effect of the gap spacing between the

two  cylinders.  If  the  gap cylinder  is  small  ( g=1 ),  the  flow will  be  greatly

influenced,  as  seen  by  the  increase  in  critical  Reynolds  number  of  the  first

instability from  47  to  52  shown in  Figure 22. Nonetheless, the general

trends of all three plots are still  the same, where the pulsation rate increases

when the Reynolds number increases from  30  to  84 .  As the Reynolds

number increases further, the pulsation rate decreases. 

CHAPTER 203 5.3) FLOW SIMULATION ON COUNTER-ROTATING 

CYLINDERS

Chapter 204 In this  section,  results  obtained from flow simulation on counter-

rotating cylinders at different gap spacing ( g=1,3,5 ) will be presented. The

flow simulations  are  simulated with  a  fixed  Reynolds  number  of  100  and

dimensionless rotation rate of 0.0  to 4.0 . As with the results presented for

a single rotating cylinder, the author will present the results with respect to the

real part of eigenvalue and the dimensionless frequency of the most unstable

mode, the effect of rotation on the right most eigenvalues and the vorticity on the

surface of the cylinder. It is to be noted that only the results for the upper cylinder

will be presented. The results for the lower cylinder will not be presented as the

magnitude  of  the  results  are  similar  to  those of  the  upper  cylinder,  but  in  a

different sign. 

5.3.1) Effect on real part of eigenvalue of the most unstable mode
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Chapter 205 

Chapter 206 Figure 24: Real part of eigenvalues corresponding to the most unstable

mode (Re = 100, g = 1, 3, 5)

Chapter 207 Figure 24 shows the variation of the real part of eigenvalues of the

most  unstable  mode  with  respect  to  α  at  ℜ=100  for  g=1,3∧5

respectively.  From the figure,  the  real  part  of  eigenvalues  for  all  three  plots

decreases as the non-dimensionalised rotation rate increases. For g=1 , the

real  part  of  eigenvalue  reaches  a  steady  value  of  −0.15  at  α=2.2 .

According to Yoon et al37, the critical rotation rate for a ‘Doublet-like’36 (p. 344)

configuration with a gap spacing of  1.5  at  ℜ=100  is  1.30 .  On the

other hand, they have also found that for a gap spacing of  0.7 , the critical

rotation rate is  1.20 . Therefore, from their results, for a gap spacing of 1.0,

the critical rotation rate should be between 1.20  and 1.30 . This is in line

with  the  results  found  by  the  author,  where  the  non-dimensionalised  critical

rotation rate of  ℜ=100  flow around a ‘Doublet-like’36 (p. 344) configuration

with a gap spacing of  1.0  is  1.29 ,  as according to the  g=1  plot in

Figure 24.
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Chapter 208 Now, focusing on g=3  plot in Figure 24, the trend of the plot is

similar to that of  g=1 . However, the plot for  g=3  starts to increase and

then decrease again when increasing the non-dimensionalised rotation rate from

2.5  to  4.0 .  Nonetheless, the flow for  g=3  with non-dimensionalised

rotation rate of 2.5  to 4.0  is still stable as the real part of the eigenvalue is

still less than zero. From Figure 24, it was found that the non-dimensionalised

critical rotation rate for g=3  is 1.64 , which is close to that found by Yoon

et al37 of 1.70 .

Chapter 209 Finally, looking at the plot for g=5  in Figure 24, there is a similar

trend for both g=3  and g=5  plots. From Figure 24, the plot for g=5

starts  to  increase when the non-dimensionalised rotation rate increases from

2.6  to  4.0 .  It  can be seen from the plot that the flow starts to become

unstable again at α ≈3.73 , signifying the appearance of the second instability

of the flow. In addition, the non-dimensionalised critical rotation rate for g=5

is found to be 1.70 , slightly higher than that of g=3 . Therefore, from the

comparisons of the plots in  Figure 24, it can be concluded that the variation of

the gap spacing between the cylinders may affect the effect of rotation rates on

vortex  shedding.  Furthermore,  the  increase  in  the  gap  spacing  between the

cylinders will increase the critical non-dimensionalised rotation rate as to when

the flow will become steady.

5.3.2) Effect on dimensionless frequency of flow

Chapter 210 Figure 25 shows the variations of  dimensionless frequency for  a

doublet-flow of ℜ=100  and g=1,3∧5  with increasing α . From Figure

25, the trends of the plots for the three gap spacing are somewhat similar, where
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the dimensionless frequency increases and decreases and then finally fluctuates

a little before reaching a steady value as the non-dimensionalised rotation rate

increases.

Chapter 211 

Chapter 212 Figure 25: Variation of dimensionless frequency with increasing � (Re =

100, g = 1, 3, 5)

Chapter 213 Looking  at  the  plot  for  g=1 ,  the  dimensionless  frequency

increases  as  the  non-dimensionalised  rotation  rate  increases  from  0.0  to

1.29 .  As  the  non-dimensionalised  rotation  rate  increases  further,  the

dimensionless  frequency decreases  and increases slightly  to  reach a  steady

value of  0.016  at  α=2.5 . Since the dimensionless frequency relates to

the frequency of vortex shedding of the cylinders, it is expected to see that the

dimensionless  frequency  actually  decreases  when  the  non-dimensionalised

critical  rotation  rate  of  the  cylinders  is  reached,  thus  representing  the

suppression of vortex shedding.

Chapter 214 Next, focusing on the plot for g=3 , the dimensionless frequency

increases  as  the  rotation  rate  increases  from  0.0  to  1.64  (non-

dimensionalised critical rotation rate). As the non-dimensionalised rotation rate

increases  further,  the  dimensionless  frequency  decreases  to  0.014  at
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α=2.5 7. Then, the dimensionless frequency fluctuates when the rotation rate

increases from 2.57  to 4 .0 .

Chapter 215 Finally, looking at the plot for g=5 , the dimensionless frequency

increases  as  the  rotation  rate  increases  from  0.0  to  1.70  (non-

dimensionalised critical rotation rate). As the non-dimensionalised rotation rate

increases  further,  the  dimensionless  frequency  decreases  to  0.004  at

α=2.66 . Then, the dimensionless frequency fluctuates when the rotation rate

increases from 2.66  to 4 .0 .

Chapter 216 Both plots for g=3  and g=5  in Figure 25 did not achieve a

steady  value  within  the  non-dimensionalised  rotation  rate  range  of

0.0≤ α ≤4.0 , unlike the plot for  g=1 . As discussed in the earlier section,

the variation of gap spacing may affect the effect of rotation on vortex shedding,

thus; the plots for  g=3  and g=5  may achieve a steady value when the

non-dimensionalised rotation rate is increased further.
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5.3.3) Effect on the position of right most eigenvalue on (σ,ω) plane

Chapter 217 

Chapter 218 Figure 26: Effect of rotation on the variation of right most eigenvalue on the

(σ,ω) plane 

(Re = 100, g = 1)

Chapter 219 Figure 26 shows the effect of rotation on the right most eigenvalue

on the (σ,ω) plane at increasing non-dimensionalised rotation rate for  g=1 .

From Figure 26, the right most eigenvalue moves in an anti-clockwise manner as

the  non-dimensionalised  rotation  rate  increases  from  0.0  to  2.0 .  At

α=2.5 ,  the right  most  eigenvalue deviates from the anti-clockwise course

and shifts leftwards. Further increasing the non-dimensionalised rotation rate to

4.0 ,  the position of the right most eigenvalue remains relatively the same.

The red line in Figure 26 shows the movement of the right most eigenvalue when

the non-dimensionalised rotation rate increases.
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Chapter 220 

Chapter 221 Figure 27: Effect of rotation on the variation of right most eigenvalue on the

(σ,ω) plane 

(Re = 100, g = 3)

Chapter 222 Figure 27 shows the effect of rotation on the right most eigenvalue

on the (σ,ω) plane at increasing non-dimensionalised rotation rate for  g=3 .

Similar  to  Figure  26,  the  right  most  eigenvalue  moves  in  an  anti-clockwise

manner as the non-dimensionalised rotation rate increases from 0.0  to 2.5

. However, when the non-dimensionalised rotation rate is increased to  3.0 ,

the  right  most  eigenvalue deviates  from the anti-clockwise course and  shifts

diagonally  upwards  towards  the  right.  Further  increasing  the  non-

dimensionalised  rotation  rate  to  3.5 ,  the  right  most  eigenvalue  shifts

diagonally  downwards  towards  the  right  instead.  Finally,  when  the  non-

dimensionalised rotation rate reaches 4.0 , the right most eigenvalue changes

position  yet  again  and  locates  at  the  left  of  the  eigenvalue  of  the  previous

rotation rate. The red line drawn in Figure 27 shows the movement of the right

most eigenvalue with increasing non-dimensionalised rotation rate.
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Chapter 223 

Chapter 224 Figure 28: Effect of rotation on the variation of right most eigenvalue on the

(σ,ω) plane

(Re = 100, g = 5)

Chapter 225 Figure 28 shows the effect of rotation on the right most eigenvalue

on the (σ,ω) plane at increasing non-dimensionalised rotation rate for  g=5 .

The movement of the right most eigenvalue with increasing non-dimensionalised

rotation rate, as represented by the red line, is almost similar to that of g=3 ,

where the right most eigenvalue moves in an anti-clockwise manner when the

non-dimensionalised  rotation  rate  increases  from  0.0  to  2.5 ;  shifts

diagonally  upwards  towards  the  right  when  non-dimensional  rotation  rate

increases from 2.5  to  3.5 ; shifts diagonally downwards towards the right

when α=4.0  and then remains there. The reason as to why the movement of

the right most eigenvalue is different for  g=3  and  g=5  may due to the

appearance of the region of second instability for g=5 .

Chapter 226 
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5.3.4) Effect on the vorticity on surface of the top cylinder

Chapter 227 

Chapter 228 Figure 29: Vorticity on surface of top cylinder (Re = 100, g = 1)

Chapter 229 

Chapter 230 Figure 30: Vorticity on surface of top cylinder (Re = 100, g = 3)

Chapter 231 

Chapter 232 Figure 31: Vorticity on surface of top cylinder (Re = 100, g = 5)
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Chapter 233 Figures 29, 30 and 31 show the vorticity on the surface of the top

cylinder  for  g=1,3∧5 .  From Figures  29,  30 and 31,  the  positions  of  the

negative peak vorticities remain around the same position ( 115°≤ θ ≤135° )

as the rotation rate changes. On the other hand, the positions of the positive

peak vorticities changes drastically as the rotation rate changes.

Chapter 234 From Figure 29, looking at the plot of α=0.0 , there is a second

positive vorticity peak located at θ=40 °  on the surface of the top cylinder. As

the rotation  rate  increases,  this  second positive  vorticity  peak gains  strength

while the first positive vorticity peak loses strength. Soon, the second positive

vorticity peak overtakes the first positive vorticity peak in terms of magnitude at

α=1.5  and becomes the new global maximum. This new global maximum is

located at  θ=20°  on the surface of the top cylinder. Because of the new

global maximum, there is a drastic change of the positions of the positive peak

vorticities.  Figure 32 shows a visual representation of the change in position of

the  peak  vorticities  for  g=1 .  The  red  arrows  in  Figure  32 represent  the

movement  of  the  peak  vorticities  (positive  and  negative)  as  the  non-

dimensionalised rotation rate increases.

Chapter 235 

Chapter 236 Figure 32: Location of peak vorticity on surface of top cylinder (Re = 100, g

= 1)
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Chapter 237 Table 6 shows an example of real and imaginary part of the vorticity

field for g=1  rotating at non-dimensional rotation rate of 1.29 . In addition,

Table 7 shows an example of how the redistribution of surface vorticity peaks

due to the non-dimensional rotation rate affects the base flow.

Chapter 238 

Chapter 239 

Chapter 240   Real part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 241 

Chapter 242   Imaginary part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 243 

Chapter 244 Table 6: Real and Imaginary part of vorticity field (Re = 100, g = 1.0, α =

1.29)

Chapter 245 

α=0.0

Chapter 246 
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Chapter 247 

α=1.0

Chapter 248 

Chapter 249 

α=2.0

Chapter 250 

Chapter 251 

α=3.0

Chapter 252 

Chapter 253 Table 7: Effect of rotation on base flow around two circular cylinder (Re =

100, g = 1.0)

Chapter 254 Looking at the plots of α=0.0  from both Figure 30 and 31, there

are also a second positive vorticity peak located at θ=40 °  on the surface of

the top cylinder for both g=3  and g=5 . The second positive vorticity peak
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for g=3  becomes the new global maximum at α=2.0  and it is located at

θ=10 °  on the surface of the top cylinder. For  g=5 , its second positive

vorticity peak also becomes the new global maximum at α=2.0 , but position

of the new peak vorticity is located at θ=8°  on the surface of the top cylinder

instead.  Figure  33 and 34 show the visual  representations  of  the  change  in

position of the peak vorticities for  g=3  and  g=5  respectively. Similarly,

the red arrows in both figures represent the movement of the peak vorticities

(positive and negative) as the non-dimensionalised rotation rate increases. The

double-headed red arrows in both figures represents that the position of the peak

vorticities shift around that particular region.

Chapter 255 

Chapter 256 Figure 33: Location of peak vorticity on surface of top cylinder (Re = 100, g

= 3)
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Chapter 257 

Chapter 258 Figure 34: Location of peak vorticity on surface of top cylinder (Re = 100, g

= 5)

CHAPTER 259 CONCLUSION

Chapter 260 In this project,  linear stability analysis employing Newton method

has been done for flows around one and two cylinders. It has been found that the

results obtained for a single cylinder agrees very well with existing literatures. 

Chapter 261 For flows of ℜ=200  and ℜ=100  around a rotating cylinder,

it  was found that the critical non-dimensional rotation rates were  1.89  and

1.82  respectively. Upon studying the surface vorticities, it was found that the

critical  non-dimensional  rotation  rate  may  be  related  to  the  locations  of  the

vorticity peaks on the surface of the cylinder. In addition, the author has also

found  that  the  location  of  negative  peak  vorticities  for  both  flows  changed

drastically beyond the non-dimensional critical rotation rate. As for the positive

peak vorticities, their locations remained relatively the same. Furthermore, the

amplification rates and dimensionless frequencies of  both flows reached their

respective steady values when the non-dimensional  rotation rate was  2.1 .

Comparing  the  results  with  existing  literatures,  it  was  proposed  that  for  any

Reynolds numbers up to  9000 , vortex shedding will be suppressed at non-
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dimensional rotation rate beyond 2.1 . However, more simulations will have to

be conducted at different Reynolds numbers to prove this proposal. 

Chapter 262 For  the  case  of  two  cylinders,  the  effects  of  rotation  and  gap

spacing ( g=1,3∧5 ) between the cylinders on vortex shedding suppression

were investigated. Only the results for the upper cylinder was presented in this

thesis. It was noticed that, with the addition of a cylinder on top of the other, the

critical  Reynolds  number  of  first  instability  for  g=1  increases  to  52 .

However,  as  the  gap  spacing  increases  ( g=3  and  g=5 ),  the  critical

Reynolds number of first stability is the same as that of a single static cylinder (

ℜcr ≈47 ). 

Chapter 263 In addition, the critical non-dimensional rotation rates for  g=1 ,

3  and  5  decreased  to  1.29 ,  1.64  and  1.70  respectively  as

compared to that of a flow around a single rotating cylinder. Furthermore, for

g=5 , the region of second instability has appeared when α ≈3.73 . When

comparing  the  dimensionless  frequencies  of  the  flows  for  the  different  gap

spacing, it was noticed that the dimensionless frequencies reached its peak at

their  respective non-dimensional  critical  rotation rate ( α=1.29,1.64∧1.70 ).

After that, the dimensionless frequencies dropped and fluctuated slightly before

reaching their steady values (it was believed by the author that dimensionless

frequencies of flow for g=3  and g=5  will reach their steady values if the

non-dimensional rotation rate was increased further). 

Chapter 264 Since the rotary direction of the upper cylinder is opposite of that for

the single cylinder, it was the location of the positive peak vorticities that changed

drastically for two cylinders instead of the negative peak vorticities. Similar to the

case for a single rotating cylinder, the location of the positive peak vorticities for

g=1 ,  3  and  5  change when their respective non-dimensional critical
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rotation rates were exceeded. The locations of their negative peak vorticities, on

the other hand, remained relatively the same. Thus, for the case of two cylinders,

users will have to take into account the gap spacing between the cylinders since

it will contribute significantly to the effect of rotation on vortex shedding. 

Chapter 265 

Chapter 266 

Chapter 267 

Chapter 268 

Chapter 269 

Chapter 270 

Chapter 271 

Chapter 272 

Chapter 273 

Chapter 274 

Chapter 275 
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for g=3  becomes the new global maximum at α=2.0  and it is located at

θ=10 °  on the surface of the top cylinder. For  g=5 , its second positive

vorticity peak also becomes the new global maximum at α=2.0 , but position

of the new peak vorticity is located at θ=8°  on the surface of the top cylinder

instead.  Figure  33 and 34 show the visual  representations  of  the  change  in

position of the peak vorticities for  g=3  and  g=5  respectively. Similarly,

the red arrows in both figures represent the movement of the peak vorticities

(positive and negative) as the non-dimensionalised rotation rate increases. The

double-headed red arrows in both figures represents that the position of the peak

vorticities shift around that particular region.

Chapter 255 

Chapter 256 Figure 33: Location of peak vorticity on surface of top cylinder (Re = 100, g

= 3)
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Chapter 247 

α=1.0

Chapter 248 

Chapter 249 

α=2.0

Chapter 250 

Chapter 251 

α=3.0

Chapter 252 

Chapter 253 Table 7: Effect of rotation on base flow around two circular cylinder (Re =

100, g = 1.0)

Chapter 254 Looking at the plots of α=0.0  from both Figure 30 and 31, there

are also a second positive vorticity peak located at θ=40 °  on the surface of

the top cylinder for both g=3  and g=5 . The second positive vorticity peak
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Chapter 237 Table 6 shows an example of real and imaginary part of the vorticity

field for g=1  rotating at non-dimensional rotation rate of 1.29 . In addition,

Table 7 shows an example of how the redistribution of surface vorticity peaks

due to the non-dimensional rotation rate affects the base flow.

Chapter 238 

Chapter 239 

Chapter 240   Real part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 241 

Chapter 242   Imaginary part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 243 

Chapter 244 Table 6: Real and Imaginary part of vorticity field (Re = 100, g = 1.0, α =

1.29)

Chapter 245 

α=0.0

Chapter 246 
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Chapter 233 Figures 29, 30 and 31 show the vorticity on the surface of the top

cylinder  for  g=1,3∧5 .  From Figures  29,  30 and 31,  the  positions  of  the

negative peak vorticities remain around the same position ( 115°≤ θ ≤135° )

as the rotation rate changes. On the other hand, the positions of the positive

peak vorticities changes drastically as the rotation rate changes.

Chapter 234 From Figure 29, looking at the plot of α=0.0 , there is a second

positive vorticity peak located at θ=40 °  on the surface of the top cylinder. As

the rotation  rate  increases,  this  second positive  vorticity  peak gains  strength

while the first positive vorticity peak loses strength. Soon, the second positive

vorticity peak overtakes the first positive vorticity peak in terms of magnitude at

α=1.5  and becomes the new global maximum. This new global maximum is

located at  θ=20°  on the surface of the top cylinder. Because of the new

global maximum, there is a drastic change of the positions of the positive peak

vorticities.  Figure 32 shows a visual representation of the change in position of

the  peak  vorticities  for  g=1 .  The  red  arrows  in  Figure  32 represent  the

movement  of  the  peak  vorticities  (positive  and  negative)  as  the  non-

dimensionalised rotation rate increases.

Chapter 235 

Chapter 236 Figure 32: Location of peak vorticity on surface of top cylinder (Re = 100, g

= 1)
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Chapter 223 

Chapter 224 Figure 28: Effect of rotation on the variation of right most eigenvalue on the

(σ,ω) plane

(Re = 100, g = 5)

Chapter 225 Figure 28 shows the effect of rotation on the right most eigenvalue

on the (σ,ω) plane at increasing non-dimensionalised rotation rate for  g=5 .

The movement of the right most eigenvalue with increasing non-dimensionalised

rotation rate, as represented by the red line, is almost similar to that of g=3 ,

where the right most eigenvalue moves in an anti-clockwise manner when the

non-dimensionalised  rotation  rate  increases  from  0.0  to  2.5 ;  shifts

diagonally  upwards  towards  the  right  when  non-dimensional  rotation  rate

increases from 2.5  to  3.5 ; shifts diagonally downwards towards the right

when α=4.0  and then remains there. The reason as to why the movement of

the right most eigenvalue is different for  g=3  and  g=5  may due to the

appearance of the region of second instability for g=5 .

Chapter 226 
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Chapter 220 

Chapter 221 Figure 27: Effect of rotation on the variation of right most eigenvalue on the

(σ,ω) plane 

(Re = 100, g = 3)

Chapter 222 Figure 27 shows the effect of rotation on the right most eigenvalue

on the (σ,ω) plane at increasing non-dimensionalised rotation rate for  g=3 .

Similar  to  Figure  26,  the  right  most  eigenvalue  moves  in  an  anti-clockwise

manner as the non-dimensionalised rotation rate increases from 0.0  to 2.5

. However, when the non-dimensionalised rotation rate is increased to  3.0 ,

the  right  most  eigenvalue deviates  from the anti-clockwise course and  shifts

diagonally  upwards  towards  the  right.  Further  increasing  the  non-

dimensionalised  rotation  rate  to  3.5 ,  the  right  most  eigenvalue  shifts

diagonally  downwards  towards  the  right  instead.  Finally,  when  the  non-

dimensionalised rotation rate reaches 4.0 , the right most eigenvalue changes

position  yet  again  and  locates  at  the  left  of  the  eigenvalue  of  the  previous

rotation rate. The red line drawn in Figure 27 shows the movement of the right

most eigenvalue with increasing non-dimensionalised rotation rate.
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5.3.3) Effect on the position of right most eigenvalue on (σ,ω) plane

Chapter 217 

Chapter 218 Figure 26: Effect of rotation on the variation of right most eigenvalue on the

(σ,ω) plane 

(Re = 100, g = 1)

Chapter 219 Figure 26 shows the effect of rotation on the right most eigenvalue

on the (σ,ω) plane at increasing non-dimensionalised rotation rate for  g=1 .

From Figure 26, the right most eigenvalue moves in an anti-clockwise manner as

the  non-dimensionalised  rotation  rate  increases  from  0.0  to  2.0 .  At

α=2.5 ,  the right  most  eigenvalue deviates from the anti-clockwise course

and shifts leftwards. Further increasing the non-dimensionalised rotation rate to

4.0 ,  the position of the right most eigenvalue remains relatively the same.

The red line in Figure 26 shows the movement of the right most eigenvalue when

the non-dimensionalised rotation rate increases.
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α=2.5 7. Then, the dimensionless frequency fluctuates when the rotation rate

increases from 2.57  to 4 .0 .

Chapter 215 Finally, looking at the plot for g=5 , the dimensionless frequency

increases  as  the  rotation  rate  increases  from  0.0  to  1.70  (non-

dimensionalised critical rotation rate). As the non-dimensionalised rotation rate

increases  further,  the  dimensionless  frequency  decreases  to  0.004  at

α=2.66 . Then, the dimensionless frequency fluctuates when the rotation rate

increases from 2.66  to 4 .0 .

Chapter 216 Both plots for g=3  and g=5  in Figure 25 did not achieve a

steady  value  within  the  non-dimensionalised  rotation  rate  range  of

0.0≤ α ≤4.0 , unlike the plot for  g=1 . As discussed in the earlier section,

the variation of gap spacing may affect the effect of rotation on vortex shedding,

thus; the plots for  g=3  and g=5  may achieve a steady value when the

non-dimensionalised rotation rate is increased further.
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Chapter 208 Now, focusing on g=3  plot in Figure 24, the trend of the plot is

similar to that of  g=1 . However, the plot for  g=3  starts to increase and

then decrease again when increasing the non-dimensionalised rotation rate from

2.5  to  4.0 .  Nonetheless, the flow for  g=3  with non-dimensionalised

rotation rate of 2.5  to 4.0  is still stable as the real part of the eigenvalue is

still less than zero. From Figure 24, it was found that the non-dimensionalised

critical rotation rate for g=3  is 1.64 , which is close to that found by Yoon

et al37 of 1.70 .

Chapter 209 Finally, looking at the plot for g=5  in Figure 24, there is a similar

trend for both g=3  and g=5  plots. From Figure 24, the plot for g=5

starts  to  increase when the non-dimensionalised rotation rate increases from

2.6  to  4.0 .  It  can be seen from the plot that the flow starts to become

unstable again at α ≈3.73 , signifying the appearance of the second instability

of the flow. In addition, the non-dimensionalised critical rotation rate for g=5

is found to be 1.70 , slightly higher than that of g=3 . Therefore, from the

comparisons of the plots in  Figure 24, it can be concluded that the variation of

the gap spacing between the cylinders may affect the effect of rotation rates on

vortex  shedding.  Furthermore,  the  increase  in  the  gap  spacing  between the

cylinders will increase the critical non-dimensionalised rotation rate as to when

the flow will become steady.

5.3.2) Effect on dimensionless frequency of flow

Chapter 210 Figure 25 shows the variations of  dimensionless frequency for  a

doublet-flow of ℜ=100  and g=1,3∧5  with increasing α . From Figure

25, the trends of the plots for the three gap spacing are somewhat similar, where
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Chapter 205 

Chapter 206 Figure 24: Real part of eigenvalues corresponding to the most unstable

mode (Re = 100, g = 1, 3, 5)

Chapter 207 Figure 24 shows the variation of the real part of eigenvalues of the

most  unstable  mode  with  respect  to  α  at  ℜ=100  for  g=1,3∧5

respectively.  From the figure,  the  real  part  of  eigenvalues  for  all  three  plots

decreases as the non-dimensionalised rotation rate increases. For g=1 , the

real  part  of  eigenvalue  reaches  a  steady  value  of  −0.15  at  α=2.2 .

According to Yoon et al37, the critical rotation rate for a ‘Doublet-like’36 (p. 344)

configuration with a gap spacing of  1.5  at  ℜ=100  is  1.30 .  On the

other hand, they have also found that for a gap spacing of  0.7 , the critical

rotation rate is  1.20 . Therefore, from their results, for a gap spacing of 1.0,

the critical rotation rate should be between 1.20  and 1.30 . This is in line

with  the  results  found  by  the  author,  where  the  non-dimensionalised  critical

rotation rate of  ℜ=100  flow around a ‘Doublet-like’36 (p. 344) configuration

with a gap spacing of  1.0  is  1.29 ,  as according to the  g=1  plot in

Figure 24.
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Chapter 202 Figure 23 shows the variation of pulsation rate against Reynolds

number for two cylinders with different gap spacing. From Figure 23, the plots for

g=3  and  g=5  were  slightly  different  from that  of  g=1 ,  especially

when ℜ=30 . This may be due to the effect of the gap spacing between the

two  cylinders.  If  the  gap cylinder  is  small  ( g=1 ),  the  flow will  be  greatly

influenced,  as  seen  by  the  increase  in  critical  Reynolds  number  of  the  first

instability from  47  to  52  shown in  Figure 22. Nonetheless, the general

trends of all three plots are still  the same, where the pulsation rate increases

when the Reynolds number increases from  30  to  84 .  As the Reynolds

number increases further, the pulsation rate decreases. 

CHAPTER 203 5.3) FLOW SIMULATION ON COUNTER-ROTATING 

CYLINDERS

Chapter 204 In this  section,  results  obtained from flow simulation on counter-

rotating cylinders at different gap spacing ( g=1,3,5 ) will be presented. The

flow simulations  are  simulated with  a  fixed  Reynolds  number  of  100  and

dimensionless rotation rate of 0.0  to 4.0 . As with the results presented for

a single rotating cylinder, the author will present the results with respect to the

real part of eigenvalue and the dimensionless frequency of the most unstable

mode, the effect of rotation on the right most eigenvalues and the vorticity on the

surface of the cylinder. It is to be noted that only the results for the upper cylinder

will be presented. The results for the lower cylinder will not be presented as the

magnitude  of  the  results  are  similar  to  those of  the  upper  cylinder,  but  in  a

different sign. 

5.3.1) Effect on real part of eigenvalue of the most unstable mode
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Chapter 197 

Chapter 198 Figure 22: Comparisons of amplification rates for different gap spacing

Chapter 199 Figure 22 shows the variation of amplification rate against Reynolds

number for two cylinders with different gap spacing. In Figure 22, it can be seen

that the amplification rate increases as Reynolds number increases. The critical

Reynolds  number  of  first  instability  for  this  configuration  is  defined  by  the

instance when the flow transits from stable state ( σ ≤0 ) to an unstable state (

σ>0 ).  Therefore,  the  critical  Reynolds  number  of  first  instability  for  this

configuration with  g=1  is around  52  as depicted by that instance when

σ=0  in  Figure 22. As the gap spacing is increased ( g=3  and g=5 ),

the critical Reynolds number of first instability for two static cylinders is the same

as that of a single static cylinder ( ℜcr ≈47 ).

Chapter 200 

Chapter 201 Figure 23: Comparisons of pulsation rates for different gap spacing
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Chapter 191 

Chapter 192 Figure 20: Geometry of mesh for two cylinders (g = 3)

Chapter 193 

Chapter 194 Figure 21: Geometry of mesh for two cylinders (g = 5)

CHAPTER 195 5.2) FLOW SIMULATION ON STATIC CYLINDERS

Chapter 196 A  simple  flow  simulation  on  static  cylinders  with  different  gap

spacing  has  been  conducted  to  determine  the  effect  of  changing  Reynolds

numbers  ( ℜ=30,46.6,75,100,150, 200 )  on  the  amplification  and  pulsation

rate of static cylinders arranged in the ‘Doublet-like’36 (p. 344) configuration as

shown in Figure 18. 
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relationship  between  G  and  D  has  been  drawn  to  represents  the

normalised gap spacing, g=G /D . The normalised gap spacing will be used

particularly in the section on rotating cylinders to study the effects of rotation on

vortex shedding with regards to gap spacing between the cylinders.

Chapter 188 Three different meshes with different gap spacing ( g=1,3,5 ) are

shown below. All three meshes are created with the Cartesian coordinate system

placed  between  the  two  cylinders  at  (0,0 ) .  The  x-axis  and  y-axis  of  the

meshes range  from -25 to  50 and  -25 to  25 respectively. Finer  meshes,  as

represented by the red boxes, are created around the two cylinders to capture

the flow around the cylinders more accurately in the simulation. For g=1 , as

shown in Figure 19, the mesh has a total of 31858 triangles and 16068 vertices.

For g=3 , as shown in Figure 20, the mesh has a total of 51580 triangles and

25929 vertices. For  g=5 , as shown in  Figure 21, the mesh has a total of

69292 triangles and 34785 vertices.

Chapter 189 

Chapter 190 Figure 19: Geometry of mesh for two cylinders (g = 1)
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CHAPTER 182 THE CASE OF TWO CIRCULAR CYLINDERS

Chapter 183 In this chapter, the case of two circular cylinders will be presented.

This chapter will be broken up into three parts, namely the geometry of mesh,

flow  simulation  on  static  cylinders  and  flow  simulation  on  counter-rotating

cylinders. In the first part, the configuration of the cylinders will first be shown

and explained, follow by the geometry of the mesh. For the second part, flow

simulation on static cylinders has been done and the results obtained will  be

shown and discussed. In the final part of the chapter, counter-rotating cylinders

will  be simulated in the computations, and similarly, results obtained from the

simulation will also be shown and discussed. 

CHAPTER 184 5.1) GEOMETRY OF MESH

Chapter 185 

Chapter 186 Figure 18: ‘Doublet-like’ configuration for counter-rotating cylinders 

(Adapted from Chan et al36 (p. 344))

Chapter 187 For the two cylinders case presented in this thesis, the cylinders will

be placed in a ‘Doublet-like’36 (p. 344) configuration, where the upper and lower

cylinders  will  rotate  in  a  clockwise  and  anti-clockwise  manner  respectively.

Figure 18 shows the ‘Doublet-like’36 (p.  344) configuration for counter-rotating

cylinders.  In  Figure  18,  U∞  represents  the  freestream  velocity,  G

represents  the  distance  between surfaces  of  the  upper  and  lower  cylinders,

D  represents  the  diameter  of  the  cylinder  and  α  represents  the non-

dimensionalised rotation rate of the cylinder, as depicted by  Equation (3.8).  A
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Chapter 161 

Chapter 162 Figure 17: Location of peak vorticity on surface of cylinder

Chapter 163 Table 4 shows the real and imaginary part of vorticity field for flow of

ℜ=100  with non-dimensional rotation rate of 1.82 . 

Chapter 164   Real part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 165 

Chapter 166   Imaginary part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 167 

Chapter 168 Table 4: Real and Imaginary part of vorticity field (Re = 100, α = 1.82)

Chapter 169 In addition, the effects of rotation on the base flow ( ℜ=100 ) in

the vicinity of  the circular  cylinder as non-dimensional  rotation rate increases

from 0.0  to 4.0  are shown in Table 5.
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Chapter 158 

Chapter 159 Figure 16: Vorticity on surface of cylinder at Re = 100

Chapter 160 The surface vorticity of the cylinder for flow of ℜ=100  is shown

in Figure 16. The trends of the vorticities at various rotation rate are very similar

to those for ℜ=200 , albeit the different values. There are not much changes

in the positions of the peak positive vorticities ( θ ≈−135 ° ) as rotation rate

increases.  However,  the  positions  of  the  peak  negative  vorticities  changes

drastically (from θ=135 °  to θ=−15 ° ) as the rotation rate increases from

1.5  to  2.0 .  In  addition,  a new negative vorticity peak starts  to  form at

α=0.5 , which is located at  θ=−40°  on the cylinder. This new negative

vorticity peak gains strength as rotation rate increases. At  α=2.0 , the new

negative  vorticity  peak  overtakes  the  old  one  and  becomes  the  new global

maximum, situating at θ=−11° . A visual representation of the change in the

peak vorticities (both positive and negative) is shown in Figure 17. 
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of flow at ℜ=1000 . Both papers reported no vortex shedding when α>2.0

. However, the evidences from  Figure 8, 9, 13 and 14 are still not conclusive

enough and more flow simulations  at  various  Reynolds  numbers  have to be

tested. 

Chapter 155 

Chapter 156 Figure 15: Effect of rotation on the variation of right most eigenvalue on the

(σ,ω) plane (Re = 100)

Chapter 157 Next, the effect of the rotation rate on the right most unstable mode

is plotted and shown in Figure 15. Similar to flow simulation for ℜ=200 , the

right most eigenvalue moves in an anti-clockwise manner as the rotation rate

increases. However, from α=2.5  onwards, the position of the eigenvalues on

the (σ ,ω)  plane remains the same. 
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Chapter 151 

Chapter 152 Figure 14: Comparison of dimensionless frequency for flow of Re = 100

and Re = 200 

with increasing �

Chapter 153 From  Figure 14, the trend for both flows are similar, even though

the  dimensionless  frequency  for  ℜ=100  increases  at  a  slow  rate  as

compared to that of ℜ=200 . Looking at the plot for ℜ=100 , at the critical

rotation of 1.82 , the dimensionless frequency of the flow was at its maximum

value  of  0.158 .  Upon  increasing  past  the  critical  rotation  rate,  the

dimensionless  frequency  of  the  flow  decreases  slightly.  At  α=2.1 ,  the

dimensionless  frequency  of  the  flow  drops  drastically  and  then  maintains  a

steady value of 0.09  as the rotation rate increases further. 

Chapter 154 From  Figure  8,  9,  13  and  14,  it  is  interesting  to  see  that  at

α ≥2.1 ,  the real  part  of  eigenvalues and the dimensionless frequencies of

both flows ( ℜ=100  and ℜ=200 ) maintains a steady value. Therefore, it

may signifies that at α=2.1 , the flow will reach a stable state regardless of its

Reynolds number. This statement is supported by research done by Diaz et al2,

with flow experiments done at ℜ=9000 , and Chew et al3, with computations
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Figure  13 below  shows  the  comparisons  of  the  real  part  of  eigenvalue  for

ℜ=100  and ℜ=200  flow for each instances of α .

Chapter 147 

Chapter 148 Figure 13: Comparison of real part of eigenvalues of the most unstable

mode with respect to α

Chapter 149 From  Figure 13, the plot for  ℜ=100  increases slightly as the

rotation rate increases from 0  to  1.0 , before dipping as the rotation rate

increases further. The plot then cuts the zero line (red line) at α=1.82 , before

reaching a steady value of  −0.07  from α=2.1  onwards. It is noted that

this  trend  is  similar  to  that  for  the  plot  of  ℜ=200  flow, even  though the

ℜ=200  plot has a higher peak, peak rotation rate and critical rotation rate.

Chapter 150 Next,  the variation of  non-dimensional frequency of  the flow with

increasing α  for ℜ=100  flow was looked into. Figure 14 below shows the

comparisons  of  dimensionless  frequencies  for  flows  of  ℜ=100  and

ℜ=200 .
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Chapter 137 

α=4.0

Chapter 138 

Chapter 139 Table 2: Effect of rotation on base flow around one circular cylinder (Re =

200)

Chapter 140 From  Table 2, at non-dimensional rotation rate up to  1.0 ,  two

stagnation  points  can  be  observed  near  the  vicinity  of  the  circular  cylinder.

However,  as  the  non-dimensional  rotation  rate  increases  further,  one  of  the

stagnation points starts to disappear. This disappearance of the stagnation point

may be due to the redistribution of the surface vorticity peaks on the cylinder as

shown earlier. Table 3 shows the real and imaginary part of vorticity field for flow

of ℜ=200  with non-dimensional rotation rate of 1.89 .

Chapter 141   Real part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 142 

Chapter 143   Imaginary part of

Vorticity field

Chapter 144 

Chapter 145 Table 3: Real and Imaginary part of vorticity field (Re = 200, α = 1.89)

4.3.2) Re = 100

Chapter 146 For a flow simulation of  ℜ=100 ,  it  was found that the critical

rotation rate is 1.82,  which is very close to that found by Kang et  al4 of  1.8.
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Chapter 125 Remaining on the topic on negative vorticity, at α=0.5 , there is

a new negative peak forming at  θ ≈−40 ° . This new negative vorticity peak

steadily gains strength as the rotation rate increases.  At  α=2.0 ,  this new

negative  vorticity  peak  overtakes  the old   negative  vorticity  peak,  located  at

θ=130 ° ,  and  becomes  the  new global  maximum,  where  it  is  situated  at

θ=−12° . It is believed that this redistribution of surface vorticity peak on the

cylinder may be the reason as to why the flow becomes stable when α ≥1.89 .

Figure 12 shows a visual representation of the location of peak vorticities, both

positive and negative, on the surface of the cylinder.

Chapter 126 

Chapter 127 Figure 12: Location of peak vorticity on surface of cylinder (Re = 200)

Chapter 128 Table 2 below shows the effect of rotation on the base flow within

the vicinity of the circular cylinder as the non-dimensional rotation rate increases

from 0.0  to 4.0  for flow of ℜ=200 .
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Chapter 121 

Chapter 122 Figure 11: Vorticity on surface of cylinder at Re = 200 flow

Chapter 123 Figure  11 shows  the  distribution  of  vorticity  on  the  surface  of

cylinder at different  α . From  Figure 11, looking at the lower surface of the

cylinder  ( −180 ° ≤θ ≤0 ° ),  there  is  not  much  changes  in  the  trend  of  the

vorticity on the surface of the cylinder. However, looking at the upper surface of

the  cylinder  ( 0 °≤ θ ≤180 ° ),  the  changes  in  the  trend  of  vorticity  on  the

surface of the cylinder are drastic. 

Chapter 124 In  Figure  11,  the  position  of  the  peak  value  of  positive  vorticity

remains around the same position on the cylinder surface ( θ ≈−130 ° ) as the

rotation rate increases.  On the other hand,  the position of  the peak value of

negative vorticity stays at θ ≈130°  when the rotation rate increases from 0

to 1.5 ; and then shift abruptly to θ=−12 °  when the rotation rate increases

to  2.0 . Upon further increment to the rotation rate, the position of the peak

value of negative vorticity steadily increases.
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Chapter 118 

Chapter 119 Figure 10: Effect of rotation on the variation of the right most eigenvalue on

the (σ,ω) plane

Chapter 120 From  Figure  10,  as  the  rotation  rate  increases,  the  right  most

eigenvalue moves in  an anti-clockwise manner  as  defined by the red arrow.

When the critical rotation rate is 1.89, the amplification rate, σ , drops from 0.2

(at α=1.5 ) to 0. This represents that the above α=1.89 , the flow is stable.

Above the critical rotation rate, the right most eigenvalue continue to move anti-

clockwise  until  it  reaches  a  point  (σ ≈−0.45,ω≈0.57 ) ,  where  any  further

increase in the rotation rate does not change the value of the real and imaginary

parts of the eigenvalue.
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Chapter 115 

Chapter 116 Figure 9: Variation of dimensionless frequency with increasing α for Re =

200 flow

Chapter 117 From  Figure 9, the dimensionless frequency of the flow increase

with α  and reaches a maximum value of 0.189  at its critical dimensionless

rotation rate of 1.89  before it drops drastically at α=2.1 . When α ≥2.1 ,

the dimensionless frequency of the flow remains steady with a value of around

0.09 .  Combining  Figure  8 and  9  together,  the  effect  of  rotation  on  the

variation of the right most eigenvalue on the (σ , ω )  plane can be concluded

as shown in Figure 10 below.
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Chapter 111 Figure  8 shows  real  part  of  the  right  most  eigenvalue  for  each

instances of  α . The real part of eigenvalue corresponds to the amplification

rate of the flow thus, if the amplification rate is positive, it means that the flow is

unstable. On the contrary, when the real part of the eigenvalue dips below zero,

the flow becomes stable.  In  Figure 8,  a comparison was made between the

results obtained by the author and the results by Mittal and Kumar5. It can be

seen that the trend of the plot is similar to that of Mittal and Kumar5, where the

real  part  of  eigenvalue increases,  up to a point  where  α ≈1.25 ,  and then

decreases and reaches a steady value of -0.045 at  α ≈2.1 . It  can also be

seen that below α=1.91 , the values of the real part of eigenvalues are very

much different from Mittal and Kumar5. However, this piece of result is not so

significant since the author is only interested in finding the critical rotation rate for

ℜ=200  flow. From Figure 8, the critical rotation rate ℜ=200  flow found

by the author is indicated as 1.89, which is very close to that found by Mittal and

Kumar5 of 1.91.

Chapter 112 Building upon the results on the real part of right most eigenvalue,

the author has go on further to look at the effect of rotation on the imaginary part

of  the  right  most  eigenvalue.  Figure  9 below  shows  the  non-dimensional

frequencies of the flow for each instances of α . The dimensionless frequency

of the flow is related to the imaginary part of the right most eigenvalue through

Equation (4.1).

Chapter 113 f =ℑ ( λ )/ (2π ) (4.1)

Chapter 114 where  f  represents the non-dimensional frequency of the flow

and ℑ ( λ )  represents the imaginary part of the eigenvalue.
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exceeds zero and becomes positive, it represents that critical Reynolds number

of first instability has been exceeded and the flow becomes unstable.

4.2.4) Vorticity and Pressure fields

Chapter 98 The last comparisons of flow simulation around a static cylinder are

the  vorticity  and  pressure  fields  at  ℜ=48.1 .  As  shown  in  Figure  7,  the

vorticity and pressure fields matches well  with results  obtained by Mittal  and

Kumar5. From Figure 7, the real and imaginary part of vorticity field are plotted

for  the most  unstable  eigenmode,  which corresponds to the right  most  point

shown in Figure 6.

Chapter 99 Chapter 100 

Chapter 101 Chapter 102 

Chapter 103 Figure 7: Comparisons of Vorticity and Pressure fields at Re = 48.15
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Chapter 93 In Figure 4, the results obtained by the author are in line with those

by Barkley35, where the pulsation rate increases slightly up to  ℜ 70  before

decreasing as the Reynolds number increases further. Similarly, from Figure 5, it

can be seen that the amplification rate increases and slowly reaches a plateau

as the Reynolds number increases, which also closely matches with the results

by Barkley35.  

4.2.3) Eigenvalues of cylinder flow at Re = 46.6

Chapter 94 Next, comparisons of eigenvalues of flow of  ℜ=46.6  around a

static cylinder was done and shown below. It was to be noted that the real and

imaginary part of the eigenvalues represents the amplification and pulsation rate

respectively.

Chapter 95 

Chapter 96 Figure 6: Eigenvalues of cylinder flow at Re = 46.612

Chapter 97 From Figure 6, the results obtained by the author were very similar to

that obtained by Sipp and Lebedev12.  Paying close attention to the right most

eigenvalue in Figure 6, the results from both Sipp and Lebedev12 and the author

showed  that  the  amplification  rate  (real  part  of  eigenvalue)  is  0.0  and  the

pulsation  rate  (imaginary part  of  eigenvalue)  is  0.74.  If  the  amplification  rate
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location of the right most eigenvalue. Various “guesses” have been computed

and it was found that the value of the “guesses” do not affect the results, but only

the computational  time required.  This strategy allows fast  computation of  the

actual location of the right most eigenvalue if the “guess” value is near the right

most eigenvalue. The results obtained by the algorithm are then compared with

results from past literatures.

4.2.1) Critical Reynolds number and Strouhal number

Chapter 68 References

Chapter 69 

ℜcr

Chapter 70 

St

Chapter 71 Mittal and 

Kumar5

Chapter 72 

47.4

Chapter 73 0

.1169
Chapter 74 Sipp and 

Lebedev12 

Chapter 75 

46.6

Chapter 76 0

.1178
Chapter 77 Giannetti 

and Luchini7 

Chapter 78 

46.7

Chapter 79 0

.118

Chapter 80 Carini, 

Pralits and Luchini1

Chapter 81 

46.6

4

Chapter 82 0

.1165

Chapter 83 Present 

Paper

Chapter 84 

46.6

Chapter 85 0

.1163
Chapter 86 Table 1: Comparisons of critical Reynolds number and Strouhal number with

past literatures

Chapter 87 In Table 1, comparisons of critical Reynolds number of first instability

(ℜcr )  and  Strouhal  number  (St )  found  by various  researchers  and  the

author for flow around a static cylinder were shown. The Strouhal number can be

calculated from the critical pulsation rate, where St=ωcr / (2π ) . From Table 1,

it  can  be  seen  that  the  critical  Reynolds  number  of  first  instability  and  the

Strouhal  number  found  by  the  author’s  algorithm  are  very  similar  to  past

literature, with less than 2 percent error from the highest value for each case.

4.2.2) Pulsation rate and Amplification rate

Chapter 88 In addition,  the pulsation rate  (ω)  and amplification rate  (σ )

against Reynolds number have also been compared with results by Barkley35, as

shown in Figure 4 and 5 respectively.
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CHAPTER 60 THE CASE OF ONE CIRCULAR CYLINDER

Chapter 61 In  this  chapter,  the  geometry  of  mesh  and  the  results  of  flow

simulation around a circular cylinder will be presented and discussed. First, the

algorithm used for the computation of flow around a circular cylinder, for both

static and rotating cases, is verified and validated with known literatures. Then,

the study on the effects of rotation on vortex shedding is conducted for flows of

ℜ=200  and ℜ=100 .

CHAPTER 62 4.1) GEOMETRY OF MESH

Chapter 63 
Chapter 64 Figure 3: Geometry of mesh for a single cylinder

Chapter 65 Figure  3 shows  the  geometry  of  mesh  for  the  case  of  a  single

cylinder.  The  computational  domain  is  created  with  the  Cartesian  coordinate

system placed at  the centre of  cylinder. The  x-axis and  y-axis of  the domain

range from -35 to 200 and -30 to 30 respectively. In the vicinity of the cylinder,

finer meshes, which are represented by the red rectangle as shown in Figure 3,

are used to capture the flow around the cylinder  more accurately  during the

simulation. The mesh shown in Figure 3 has a total of 36178 triangles and 18289

vertices. 

CHAPTER 66 4.2) VALIDATION OF STATIC CYLINDER 

ALGORITHM

Chapter 67 In this section, results of the static cylinder have been obtained by

solving the base flow and eigenvalue problem.  The right  most  eigenvalue is

found with the use of a shift strategy by “guessing” the location of the right most

eigenvalue and the algorithm will work around the “guess” value to find the actual
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Chapter 54 Another popular numerical scheme used widely by researchers for

flow simulation is the immersed boundary technique. The immersed boundary

technique  is  often  used  to  solve  complex  geometries  problem  with  moving

boundaries7. It utilises finite differences to discretised equations and is usually

used  on  simple  orthogonal  meshes.  Some  examples  of  applications  of  this

technique can be found in papers by Giannetti and Luchini7 and Carini et al31.

Chapter 55 However, in this project, Newton method has been utilised to solve

the  Navier-Stokes  equations  presented  earlier.  Newton  method,  or  Newton-

Raphson Method as it is known by others, is a powerful root-finding technique

based on simple linear approximation32.  Unlike some numerical  schemes, the

Newton method only requires an initial value or “guess” to start the convergent

process of finding the root. In addition, upon approaching the root, it has been

shown that the technique becomes quadratically convergent33, thus reducing the

run time of the simulation. 

Chapter 56 In this  project,  all  flow simulations as described in  this  thesis  are

computed  via  a  software  called  FreeFem++34 using  the  sparse  solver  from

UMFPACK64 library to run the Newton method algorithm. The geometry and

mesh of the cylinders will be briefly discussed in the next two chapters. 

Chapter 57 

Chapter 58 

Chapter 59 
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occurs.  On  the  other  hand,  vortex  shedding  is  suppressed  if  the  Reynolds

number is below the critical  Reynolds number of  first  instability. For the non-

dimensional rotation rate, vortex shedding will  be suppressed when a specific

non-dimensional rotation rate is achieved.

CHAPTER 45 3.4) LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS

Chapter 46 After the computation of the flow has been completed, lift and drag

coefficients  of  the  cylinder  can  be  derived  from  the  pressure  around  the

circumference of the cylinder. The formulation of lift and drag coefficients are as

follows:

Chapter 47 CL=
2

ρ U ∞
2 D

∫
0

2 π

p ∙ n⃗y dθ  (3.9)

Chapter 48 CD=
2

ρ U∞
2 D

∫
0

2π

p ∙ n⃗x dθ (3.10)

Chapter 49 where  n⃗x  and  n⃗y  represent the Cartesian components of the

unit vector perpendicular to cylinder boundary.

CHAPTER 50 3.5) STREAMLINES AND VORTICITY FIELDS

Chapter 51 Similar to the lift and drag coefficients, the streamlines and vorticity

fields of the flow can only be presented after the computation of the flow has

been completed. The streamlines and vorticity fields will be derived through the

post-processing of the velocity fields obtained from the flow simulations.

CHAPTER 52 3.6) NUMERICAL APPROACH

Chapter 53 Over the past few decades, several numerical schemes have been

proposed to solve the Navier-Stokes equations efficiently. One of such numerical

schemes is the Semi-Implicit  Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE)

scheme as  proposed  by  Patankar  and  Spalding29.  In  addition  to  the original

SIMPLE  scheme,  several  variants  of  it  have  also  been  proposed,  such  as

SIMPLE-C (consistent) and SIMPLE-R (revised)30. Examples of applications of

such schemes on flow simulations around cylinders can be found in papers by

Chan and Jameson30; Wang et al27; and Muddada and Patnaik28.
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active close-loop controls13. The difference between the two is the incorporation

of  sensors  for  feedback  in  the  control  loop13.  Thus,  the  manipulation  of  the

technique can be done either manually or automatically.

Chapter 15 Some  examples  of  active  techniques  include  the  incorporation  of

blowing or suction slots onto the flow model20;  streamwise8,21, or transverse8,22

oscillations on the bluff body; electromagnetic forcing on the flow23; external flow

pulsation8; distributed forcing24; and rotary motion on the bluff body5,6, or behind

the circular cylinder25,26,27,28.

Rotary motion

Chapter 16 According to Mittal and Kumar5, Ludwig Prandtl was one of the first

to conduct experiments on flow over a rotating cylinder. Since then, many other

studies, both computational and experimental, on flow over a rotating cylinder

have also been conducted. These studies covered a wide range of Reynolds

number from the critical Reynolds number of static cylinder of  47  to much

higher values of 9000 2,6.

Chapter 17 It was reported by Kang et al4 that at ℜ=60,100∧160 , the critical

rotation rate at which vortex shedding is suppressed is  1.4,1.8  and  1.9

respectively. Mittal and Kumar5 also reported that at ℜ=200 , vortex shedding

ceases and the flow is stable at a non-dimensional rotation rate beyond 1.9 .

However, when the dimensionless rotation rate is further increased to  4.35 ,

the flow starts to lose its stability again. At higher Reynolds number of 1000 ,

Chew  et  al3 noticed  that  beyond  the  critical  rotation  rate  of  2.0 ,  vortex

shedding also disappears. Furthermore, an experiment conducted by Diaz et al2

at ℜ=9000  also obtained the same results of no vortex shedding when the

rotation rate is above 2.0 . Similarly, experiments conducted by Dol et al6 at

ℜ=2000,7000∧9000  also presented similar results.
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Harvey18 to  study  dimpled

circular cylinder. Figure 2 shows

the examples  of  helical  strakes

along  the  span  of  the  circular

cylinder experimented by Trim et

al19.

Chapter 12 

Chapter 13 Figure 2: Examples of helical strakes along span of circular cylinder19 (p. 340)

2.2.2) Active Techniques

Chapter 14 Contrary to passive techniques, active techniques causes action onto

the flow to change the interaction of the flow with the bluff body. To put it simply,

there is  power  input  in  active techniques13.  Since there is a power input,  the

operational  cost  have  to  be  considered  to  determine  whether  the  active

technique  chosen  is  cost  effective  for  the  given  purpose.  However,  a  big

advantage of active techniques is that they are adaptable to the flow conditions.

The technique chosen can be manipulated according to the response of the flow.

Furthermore, active techniques can be split into active open-loop controls and
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vortex street, starts to form7. For engineering and industrial applications, the von

Kármán vortex street is undesirable and needs to be avoided or suppressed.

Therefore, various flow control methods have been proposed to delay the onset

of  the  von  Kármán vortex street.  Right  now, there  are  numerous techniques

proposed  for  the  suppression  of  vortex  shedding.  These  techniques  can  be

classified  into  two  broad  categories,  namely  passive  techniques  and  active

techniques.

2.2.1) Passive Techniques

Chapter 9 Passive techniques are defined such that the bluff body is to be the

object of action of the flow instead of causing action to the flow. To put it simply,

there is no power input13 from the bluff body to the flow. To achieve this, slight

modifications are implemented onto or near the bluff body to change the way the

flow is interacting with it. These techniques are easy to implement and does not

have  any  operational  costs  since  there  is  no  power  input.  However,  a

disadvantage of passive techniques is that they are not adaptable to the flow

conditions. Since the flow can be easily affected by external disturbances such

as wind and sea currents,  it  is  impossible  for  a flow to have the same flow

conditions  in  reality.  Therefore,  if  the  flow  conditions  change,  the  passive

technique implemented may not be as effective as planned.

Chapter 10 One example of passive technique is the use of splitter plates at the

near wake of a circular cylinder14,15,16 to control the formation of vortex and its

shedding processes. It has been found that modification to the vortex region can

be  achieved  by  varying  the  splitter  plate  length.  According  to  Roshko15,  at

ℜ=7500 , vortex shedding was suppressed completely with a splitter plate of

length  l / D=5 .  Furthermore,  Gerrard16 found  that  the  Strouhal  number

decreases from St=0.20  to St=0.18  when the length of the splitter plate

increases from l / D=0  to l / D=1 .

Chapter 11 Other examples of passive techniques include surface modifications

on  the  circular  cylinder.  Currently,  there  are  different  proposed  surface

modifications such as surface roughness modification17; addition of dimples onto

surface of cylinders18; and implementation of helical strakes along the span of

the circular cylinder19. Figure 1 shows the experimental set up by Bearman and
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

CHAPTER 3 2.1) LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS

Chapter 4 Despite actual  flow systems being highly non-linear, linear  theories

can be fairly  accurate  in  predicting  and capturing  the onset  of  instabilities1,7.

Depending on the flow, there are several approaches used in the linear analysis

of  these  instabilities.  For  parallel  and  weakly  non-parallel  flows,  local  linear

stability approach provides an accurate analysis of the flow model8. However, for

strongly non-parallel flows, global linear stability analysis is usually used9. 

Chapter 5 The  global  linear  stability  analysis  is  based  on  the  solution  of  an

eigenvalue  problem  through  the  discretization  of  a  linearised  Navier-Stokes

equation  around  a  base  flow7,8.  It  can be used to  predict  the  most  unstable

eigenmode of the flow problem, which relates to the amplification rate and the

frequency  of  the  flow.  In  addition,  it  can  also  accurately  predict  the  critical

Reynolds number of the first instability for steady base flow. 

Chapter 6 In  the  past,  large  memory  requirements  were  a  limiting  factor  for

researches to perform linear stability analysis. However, as the memory capacity

of computers increases, there have been renewed interest in such approaches.

In the 1980s, Jackson10 and Zebib11 were among the first to demonstrate the use

of linear stability analysis to find the critical Reynolds number of first instability for

a static cylinder. Since then, numerous researchers1,5,7,12 have also jumped on

the  bandwagon  and  demonstrated  the  use  of  linear  stability  analysis  to

investigate the flow around a rotating cylinder. 

CHAPTER 7 2.2) FLOW CONTROL METHODS

Chapter 8 As mentioned in the introduction, flow around a circular cylinder has

been a classical model of research in fluid mechanics. Numerous researches

were conducted, both numerically and experimentally, to study the interactions

between the flow and the circular cylinder. It has been proven by many literatures

that for flow around a single static cylinder, its critical Reynolds number ( ℜcr )

is around 47. Beyond this critical value, the flow starts to transit from a stable

flow to an unstable flow via a Hopf bifurcation, where the symmetry of the flow

starts to  break and a periodic  flow structure,  often termed as a von  Kármán
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1) MOTIVATION 

The phenomenon of vortex shedding around bluff bodies has posed a great challenge in

many engineering and industrial applications. These range from simple everyday structures

like bridges and chimney stacks to state-of-art devices and structures used for aeronautics

and  offshore  purposes.  Unnecessary  aerodynamic  loads,  structural  vibrations  and  even

acoustic noises1 have been reported with the onset of vortex shedding leading to structural

damages, which ultimately results in economic and environmental losses. To avoid any of

such  potential  losses  and  to  preserve  the  structural  integrity  of  present  and  future

engineering  marvels,  numerous  researches  have  been  conducted  to  study  the  wake

dynamics of flows around bluff bodies.

A classical research on flow around bluff bodies is the study of flow over a circular cylinder.

The circular cylinder has a basic geometry and can be related to many engineering and

industrial applications. Through the understanding of wake dynamics of the flow around the

bluff body, many control measures have been suggested to suppress the onset of vortex

shedding. One of the many proposed flow control methods to suppress vortex shedding is

the incorporation of rotary motion in the flow model. 

The incorporation of rotary motion is categorized as an active technique in terms of flow

control methods and has been extensive researched upon in the past. It is well-known that,

for  a  single  static  circular  cylinder, the  critical  Reynolds  number  for  its  first  instability is

around  47 .  For  flows at  higher  Reynolds  numbers,  numerous researchers2,3,4,5,6 have

proven that the introduction of rotary motion on the single circular cylinder is indeed effective

in suppressing vortex shedding. 

However, what happens when another circular cylinder has been incorporated into the flow

model? How will the flow be affected? What is the effect of rotation on the suppression of

vortex  shedding  now?  Does  the  gap  between  the  cylinders  contribute  to  the  effect  of

rotation?

In this thesis, the author attempts to conduct a linear stability analysis to study the effects of

rotation  on  the  suppression  of  vortex  shedding  around  one  and  two  rotating  circular

cylinders.
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